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BUTTON FUNCTIONS

PROCESSING FILM

POWER

1. Open the film processing tank lid.

♦

Push POWER to turn the processor ON or OFF.

2. Insert a pan, a ceph, or 1 to 3 film holders.
* First film holder MUST be in the far right position.

♦

Auto off in 8 hours if not used.

3. Close the lid and press START.
Okay to open the darkroom door, but keep lights off until pump has
turned off (developer has filled the film processing tank).

DRYER
♦

To restart the dryer, insert a pan, ceph, or 1 to 3
intra-oral film holders into the film processing tank.

♦

Close the film processing tank lid. Push DRYER.

♦

Cancel the dryer by opening the lid.

DRAIN
♦

Push to select one of six drain options by repeatedly
pushing DRAIN. Push START to begin.

1. “Drain ALL Tanks” drains all 4 solution tanks, then
resets both C: & W: counts on the display to zero.
2. “Drain W1 and W2” drains both water tanks, then
resets only the W: count on the display to zero.
3. “Drain DEV Only”
4. “Drain FIXER Only”
5. “Drain W1 and the Film Processing Tank”
6. “Drain W2 Only”

CHANGING WATER
Change the water when the wash water count (W:)
reaches between 10-20. When the count is “W: 21”,
ImageMax will require both water tanks to be drained.
Tip: Change the water daily. Doing so extends chemistry
life and produces better film quality.
PROCEDURE:
1. Push DRAIN 2 times. On screen: “Drain W1 and W2”.
2. Push START. Wait for ImageMax to finish draining.
3. Add 3-6 drops of WaterFlo Plus into the water tanks.
4. Fill water tanks to the cap opening brim with water.
5. Press START to test the system.

CHANGING CHEMISTRY
Developer
Temperature

♦
♦

Push the up  or down buttons to adjust the target
developer temperature: 72°, 76°, 80°, to 83°.
Warmer developer temperatures, faster processing.
Cooler developer temperatures, more image detail.

START
♦

Ready to process when the developer temp is between
68° and 85°. ImageMax will select the correct timing.

♦

Close the film processing tank lid.

♦

Push START to begin a processing cycle.

For best results, always use:
ImageMax approved chemistry and film!

Recommend chemistry change at approximately “C: 300”
or chemistry age 7-14 days (max 4 weeks).
PROCEDURE:
1. Push DRAIN once. On screen: “Drain ALL Tanks”.
2. Push START. Wait for ImageMax to finish draining.
3. RINSE: Fill each container about 1/2 way with warm
water, gently agitate the bottom of the tanks with the
cleaning tool, then drain “Drain ALL Tanks” again.
4. Fill each tank to the cap opening brim with the
appropriate solution. Stop filling just before it runs out.
NOTE: Add 3-6 drops of WaterFlo Plus to both water
tanks before adding water to thoroughly mix.
5. Press START to test the system.

Lowest prices! Highest quality!
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